
H E  C O N V E R S AT I O N  W E N T
S O M E T H I N G  L I K E  T H I S :

“Jude, can you have a quick look at our newsletter

and tell me what you think – I’ve been wondering if it’s 

a little dry”.  (Jude, in this case is Judith Colquhoun, our

very dear friend and one of this country’s most awarded

television writers.) 

She said, “I don’t think it’s dry – but if you do, why

don’t you tell them Harry and Uncle Gus’ story? It’s a

soap opera in itself”.  (Harry and Uncle Gus, for those of

you who have not visited us, are our much-loved Jack

Russell terriers.) I said, “I can’t write stories about the

dogs – but you can if you want”. That’s how her piece

came into being. Read it later on in this newsletter. For a

bit of fun, the first person that responds either by email or

fax and names two programmes that Judith has written

for, will be sent a bottle of the 2001 Genesis. (Any of

our friends who know Jude and think this is a good way

to get a bottle for nix should think again.)

Enough of frivolities – to wine. The 2002 vintage will

be remembered as a vintage of great variety.  

Many wine areas in Australia found 2002 difficult,

with uneven and/or very reduced fruit-set. The cooler

summer was not to everyone’s liking and resulted, in

some areas, in smaller crops than had been anticipated.

In general, however, the quality should be exceptional.  

Here at Castagna the cool summer did give us cause

for concern early on but in the event, the long warm

autumn, without rain, allowed our fruit to ripen fully and

produce wines with dense colour and deep flavours,

even if that flavour is somewhat different from our norm.  

The wines are in barrel, finishing their secondary

(malo-lactic) fermentation and are just now beginning to

show themselves for what they will be. We will follow

their maturation with fascination.

The year 2001 – made famous by the fertile minds of

Arthur C. Clarke and Stanley Kubrick – has 

been an exciting one here at Castagna. We began the

development of our web site: www.castagna.com.au

Some of the pages are still under construction, but you 

will have the ability to download this Newsletter and

there will also be an order form for ordering our wine.  

Recognition of the high quality of our wines has

continued. Our wines were again placed first, and in

2001, also third, in the Adelaide Advertiser review of

the top 100 Australian wines. 

We won both a gold medal and the trophy at the

very prestigious French Chamber of Commerce, Le

Concours des Vins.

International recognition also continues with our

wines being included in a Decanter article entitled,

‘Victoria’s Secret’ by James Lawther MW. 

The article says, ‘Forget the big-name wines of the

Barossa or Hunter Valley – James Lawther MW believes

that Australia’s best Shiraz comes from smaller estates in

Victoria’. In his article he says ‘Julian Castagna has

cultivated 6 clones of Shiraz at 500 m altitude and is

producing exciting fruit from young four-year-old vines’.

Both the Castagna 2000 Sauvage and the Castagna

2000 Genesis were awarded the ‘highly recommended’

rating in Winewise magazine.  

Wine magazine said of our wines, ‘exceptional wines

that express their terroir’.
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We have three wines to release this year and I believe 

that they are our best to date (although as I write 

this I do remind myself a little of the late Murray Tyrrell). 

The 2001 Genesis – our flagship Shiraz/Viognier – is rich,

generous and sensual with great texture yet still tight and complex. 

The 2002 Allegro – our Shiraz Rosé – is very much in the mould

of the 2001, (I think we have the style to our liking now); fruit-rich 

yet dry and mouth-filling; quite enchanting. 

The La Chiave – our Sangiovese – is better than the 2000, 

and becoming more true to its heritage. 

The 2002 La Chiave is a stunner, so watch this space!
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CASTAGNA 2000 GENESIS  SYRAH

An awesome hand-made Shiraz from one of Australia’s

most promising wine areas. Julian and Carolann Castagna

are hand-crafting an opulent, northern Rhone style Shiraz,

blended with a small amount of Viognier. Dense and rich

with fine-grained tannins, it has been carefully enhanced

with French oak and will improve with age.

Colin Climo, The Bulletin ’20 best for the cellar’

CASTAGNA 2001 ALLEGRO

This medium-deep salmon-coloured wine has quite a

reserved aroma of crushed berries and some minerally

smokiness. It enters the mouth fruit-sweet and juicy, and

then builds and builds to a firm, savoury, very strong

finish... Max Allen, Divine Magazine

CASTAGNA 2000 GENESIS  SYRAH

...a glorious celebration of organic cool-climate shiraz, with

delightful juvenile hints of moss and cooked citrus rind,

mushroom and earth. The wine is luxurious and plush,

yet still brash in its freshness and openness. Its palate is

long, lush and delicious, ....(it has) velvety, utterly natural

tannin, which can never be replicated by the stuff off the

shovel... it’ll bloom as it sleeps.

Philip White, Adelaide Advertiser

CASTAGNA 2001 ALLEGRO

A great summer drink, this rosé is fruity, savoury and

complex. A very serious pink wine that is perfect slightly

chilled. Melissa More, The Sydney Morning Herald

CASTAGNA 2000 SAUVAGE

This Shiraz displays a complex amalgam of leather, black

olive and exotic spices on the nose that are complemented by

a floral note from the inclusion of one per cent Viognier.

The palate brims with chunky berry flavours and is held

together with tight, spicy tannins. A wine with at least a

decade of ageing potential. Sharon Wild, Wine Magazine

CASTAGNA 2001 ALLEGRO

Krug & Roederer Cristal aside this is the best rosé I’ve had.

Made completely from biodynamically grown cool-climate

Shiraz, it’s complex and fleshy, with some rather disarming

human whiffs rising from its perfect viscosity and flesh. 

Its hue is a beautiful garnet rose. Its bouquet is packed with

roses and Turkish delight but with meaty, steaky

undertones and a perfectly balanced, bone-dry tannin 

and natural acid finish. It’s a stunning, rich, smooth 

wine, which somehow oozes hints of wicked sins to come,

simply by setting the naughtiest part of the memory on 

a frantic scan. Philip White, Adelaide Advertiser

Just some of the Press comments of the 2001 release...

The  New Release



To those acquainted with day-to-day events at
Castagna, it is little short of a miracle that any
wine was produced this year at all. The exciting
year Julian talks about was made a lot more so by
the madcap adventures of their two lovable little
Jack Russells. Well, those aren’t Julian’s exact
words but children might read this. 

What has been learnt at Castagna over the past
twelve months – apart from the fact that cold, heat,
wet and dry remain, as ever, in the hands of God
– is that Jack Russells and red-bellied blacks are not
a good mix. Whatever drama was going on in the
vineyard, Gus (left) or Harry had to top it by getting
themselves bitten. Even in the depths of winter
when all sensible red-bellied blacks are supposed
to be in hibernation, Gus managed to unearth one.

On no less than three occasions for each dog, a
mercy dash was made to the vet in Beechworth for
anti-venom. That’s six times in all that paws were
held throughout the night, doggy lungs were
ventilated and candles lit, while the phones ran hot
with the usual messages to family and fans: “the
next twenty-four hours will be crucial;” “we’re not
out of the woods yet;” “a slight improvement” –
until, oh joyous day, “back to chasing the chooks.”

The vet’s bill could have bought
several of the best French oak
barrels. For those interested in
scorecards, Harry’s three snakes
all got away, while Gus
dispatched his three to permanent
hibernation. Or perhaps there
were only three snakes to begin
with, in which case the problem
should not occur again, and
Julian and Carolann can
concentrate on making wine.

THE MISADVENTURES
OF HARRY& UNCLE GUS

By Judith Colquhoun

CASTAGNA 2002 ALLEGRO

Deep salmon pink in colour. On the nose a fragrant

combination of red cherries and wild strawberries – summer

fruit in a glass. Rich, unctuous and mouth-filling; the fruit

meanders to the back of the mouth carried by punchy

acidity. The intensity and depth of the sweet, ripe fruit

elevates this wine into a category all on its own. This is a

wine with complexity and attitude  – quite different from

most of what has become known as rosé, here in Australia. 

A balmy night, fish and chips and a glass or two of Allegro

and suddenly the world’s a little brighter.

CASTAGNA 2001 GENESIS  SYRAH

One of my inspirations and benchmarks, when I started

making wine, came from the delightful wines of Robert

Jasmin who is renowned for his sensual and elegant Côte

Roties. In terms of style, the 2001 Genesis is not that far off

that mark. Of the four Genesis so far released, this is the

best. A wine of finesse and harmony. The nose shows

complex aromas of roasted meats, olives, vanilla bean,

violets, black pepper and spicy oak. The palate is crammed

full of ripe black fruits; the structure is seamless with fine

lingering fruit and subtle oak tannins; the endnotes are of

cedar and black pepper. 

A poetic tale of perfume, power and poise.

CASTAGNA 2001 LA CHIAVE

A rather wild and spirited wine with multiple personality;

well, it is Italian after all. This wine is something akin to a

cherry orchard growing in the heart of a forest. Overtones

of mushrooms, undergrowth and saddle-leather mix with

black cherries. There is a core of ripe fruit but it is neither

sweet nor simple. Flavours of black cherries, dark cooking

chocolate, earth and sous bois are nicely wrapped in fine

cedary tannins. A drying finish with tingling acidity keeps

the flavours rolling well after the wine has disappeared. 

A thought-provoking example of Sangiovese. 

A wine that demands breathing and is enriched by food.ta
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The Castagna Vineyard is situated at an altitude of 500 metres, five-and-a-half

kilometres outside the beautiful town of Beechworth in Northeast Victoria, high in the foothills of the

Australian Alps. Our soil consists mainly of decomposed granitic-loam on a base of clay. The climate 

is distinctly Mediterranean with hot days and cool nights during the important part of the growing season.

The land is farmed biodynamically, using Rudolph Steiner’s biodynamic principles, because we believe it

is the best way to achieve optimum fruit quality, which best expresses its terroir. The vineyard is hand-

pruned and the fruit is hand-picked. The winemaking is very traditional with minimal interference. Our

intention is to make, as simply as possible, wine which is an expression of the place where it is grown.


